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ABSTRACT 

A source capable of providing at least 10 rnA of H- ions for injection into 
the linac, after acceleration to 750 keY, is required for the Zero Gradient 
Synchrotron (ZGS) booster injector program. A tanderrl acceleration ion source is 
being developed to 5atisfy this requirerrlent. The source is theoretically capable of 
producing a me<lsurcd current of 20 rnA but has not yet done so. The largest cur
rents obtained to date have been limited to about 10 rnA for reasons which appear to 
be related prirrlarily to H- beam attenuation due to stripping in the beam analysis 
chamber, which separates the H- source from the ion purrlp charnber in the geometry 
under consideration. Gas flow into the plasma source is continuous; outflow may be 
continuous or pulsed. Reduction of the average flow to I crn3 /w~in (760 Torr, 20 0 C) 
or less is a prerequisite for operation in the 750-keV terrninal of the preinjector, 
where space rtnd power for a conventional high speed, large capacity purnp are not 
available. 

Introduction 

A source capable of providing at least 10 rnA of H ions for injection into the 

linac, after acceleration to 750 keY, is required for the ZGS booster injector pro-

grarn at Argonne. A tandem. acceleration ion source is being developed to satisfy 

this requirem.ent. 

A schematic representation of the pre sent source geometry is shown in Fig. 1. 
+ + + 

Positive ions (H , HZ' H
3

) are extracted froIn a hydrogen plasrrla and accelerated 

across a 2. 5-Inrn gap. Those which are not intercepted by the extractor grid (of 

transparency T 1 ::; 77.4%). enter directly into a 16. 3-crn long charge exchange tube 

tapered to transmit a beaw~ with an initial diameter d :: 1. 19 CIn and a half-angle 
a 

divergence of 15 w~rad. The tube is filled with a target gas consisting of the hydro-

gen outflow from the plasIna source. 

In the tube, charge exchange and dissociation result in a beam with H+, HO. 

and II components having all, one-half, and one-third of full energy. For the 
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purpose of this discussion, the full energy will be assumed to be 15 keY. Protons 

emerging froIn the charge exchange cell are stopped by a retarding field which adds 

15 keV of energy to those fractions of the 5-, 7.5-, and 15-keV H- beaIn cOInponents 

which are not intercepted by the suppressor grid (of transparency T 2 ::: 77.4%). 

Furthe r details of the H- source are shown in the schematic of Fig. Z. The 

positive ion source is a Inodification of the Pierce extraction extended stationary 

arc duoplasmatron de::;cribed at the last linac conference. 1 The Pierce extraction 

geometry. with a 14. 3-mm accelerating gap. has been replaced by a planar geome-

try with a 2. 5-mm gap. 

C({S flow into the source is continuous through the inlet shown in Fig. 2. 

Outflow into the charge exchange tube may be continuous, or it may be pulsed by 

Ineans of a gate valve in the anode. 

Bias voltage:,; of 500 V on the extractor and suppressor grids prevent loss of 

electrons Irom the charge exchange tube. The electrons, produced by ionization of 

the target gas, are required to neutralize the space charge of the entering positive 

ion beam. 

The method of injecting a high intensity, essentially parallel, ion beam di

rectly (without an intervening drift space) into a charge exchange cell filled with the 
2 

hydrogen outflow from a plasma source has been used previously by Dirrwv et al. 

An irrlproved version of the source of reference has produced a I5-mA, 13.5-keV 

- 3 
II lOll beam. 

Source Performance 

The source under consideration here 1S theoretically capable of producing 

measured I-I- currents of 15-2.0 rnA, but has not yet done so for reasons which appear 

to be related primarily to attenuation of the H- beam in the beam analysis chamber. 

The chamber followed the H source and preceded a Z400-1iter/sec ion pump in the 

cxpcriIT'cntaJ arr ngernent used until early July of this year. 

III early July the 2400-litcr/sec ion pump, which had been used for almost 

tiix ye:tr~ in ion source testing and developn-' .. ent, failed cornpletely after several 

months of opcr;,tion ,it reduced efficiency due to intermittent short circuiting of 

va dous pUD1ping elernents because of cathode warpage. 

Our eHort since the pUlY'_p failure has been directed toward the construction 

of a new vacuulY' .. system which \vill use a titanium bulk sublimator and a 
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400-liter/scc ion pump in place of the Z400-liter/sec pump. The new .system. with 

a number of needed improvements in the ion source and beaw~ diagnostic equipment. 

has been completed and is being debugged. The new pump cham.ber ha!:> been placed 

between the source and the beam analysis chamber to reduce H- beaw~ attenuation in 

the magnetic field region of the analyzer. 

For the present source geometry. the source is theoretically capable of pro

ducing approximately 13 rnA of 30-keV H- ions with an extraction voltage of 15 kV; 

but 1t fell far short of doing so with the coniiguration of source followed by the beam 

analysis chamber and then the ion pump chamber. As the voltage was raised ab:Jve 

15 kV. the obtainable beam current increased up to the highest voltages wl-:tlch cO-lld 

be held. i. e •• about Zo kV. It will be shown below that this behavior is consistent 

with attenuation of the H- beam in the beam analysis chamber. 

With the gas shutter absent and a continuous gas flow of 9.5 cm
3

/min 

(760 Torr. ZOo C), an H- beam of 8 rnA was obtained. A positive ion current of 

about Z. 5 w~A was obtained at the same analyzing magnet setting. The extraction 

voltage was about 17 kV. 

When the shutter was installed and th(' average gas nnw 'Aas reduced to 

lor 2 em
3

/min. an r, current of ;±hout 10 rnA was ohtained. The correspondJn~', 

lIt current was about 2. rnA. 

These results will be discussed after a consideration of th{' events occurring 

in the region between the source and the collectors of negatlve and positive ions. 

Charge Exchange in a Deflection Field 

The beam emerging from the negative ion accelerating gap consists of 

5-, 7.5-. and IS-keV neutrals and 20-, 22.5-, and 30-keV H- ions. The gas density 

in the source exit cylinder is still rather high; charge changing collisions add i5-keV 

H- ions and protons covering the full range of possible energies to the list of parti-

cles errLerging from the source. 

In the geometry under consideration. the rnulticomponent beam emerging 

from the source enters a beafYl~ analysis chaITlber where the charged components are 

separated fron} each other and from the neutral beams which continue on through t1,is 

chamber and into the ion pump chamber. A transverse magnetic field is used to 

separate the charged component beaITls. 

A cross section of the beaITl analysis chafYl~ber is shown in scheITlatic forw_ in 

Fig. 3, Also sho'\vn are the trajectories of 80me of the charged beaw~ cOITlponents 
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(som.e of the lesser com.ponents have been om.itted) in the ideal case where charge 

exchange occurs at a negligible rate in the m.agnetic field region. The trajectories 

are for an initially parallel beam.. 

The assum.ption, used in drawing the trajectories, that the gas density in the 

beam. analysis cham.ber is negligibly sm.all is not even approxim.ately correct; and. 

therefore, the actual situation is m.ore com.plicated than that shown in Fig. 3 since 

particles which acquire or lose charge in the deflection field do not follow the trajec-

tories as drawn. 

A sim.ple calculation shows that for the densities prevailing in the beam. 

analysis cham.ber the 30-keV H+ component, derived from. 30 keY H- by a double 

electron stripping process, is entirely negligible and could just as well have been 

om.itted from Fig. 3. At the prevalhng denslhes, the ZO-, ZZ.S-, and 30-keV H 

beam.s will be attenuated by charge exchange losses in the m.agnetic field; however, 

the beam. trajectories will remain well defined since the rates of production of new 

H ions of these energies, by cyclic charge exchange, are negligible. 

On the other hand, the rates of production of IS-keV H- and H+ ions frotTI 

neutrals are not negligible in the m.agnetic field region. In fact, the H- and H + 

beam.s derived from. IS-keV neutrals are both large compared to the 30-keV H 

beam.. When the m.agnetic field is adjusted to collect 30-keV ions, IS-keV H- and 

H + ions produced at various points along the H
O 

beaITl path will also be collected. 

Syw+metry of the collector geometry requires that IS-keV H- and H+ ions be 

collected at rates in the same ratio as their rates of production. If collisions be-

tween energetic particles having different velocities are ignored, a neutral beam. of 

N particles/sec entering the magnetic field will be attenuated by the formation of 
o 2 

n_ negative ions/sec and n+ positive ions/sec in the gas target of TT atotTIs/cw+. In 

the pre sent instance, 

-IT~ 

n IN '" IT IT 
0 

-ITIT 
+ 

n IN '" I - e IT IT 
+ 0 + 

and n In 
- + 

IT 10 
- + '" O. 20 

where IT is the cross section for the production of H- frotTI H
O 

in HZ' and !T + is the 

+ 
corresponding cross section for the production of H. Thus in the case where a 
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continuous flow of 9.5 cm 
3 

/rnin of hydrogen gave an H- beam of 8 rnA and an H + 

beam of 2.5 rnA at the same magnet setting, we may assume that the negative ion 

collector was receiving about 0.5 rnA of 17 -ke V H ions. (Here we use the actual 

rather than the nominal value of the energy.) 

Disc us sion of Re sults 

The results obtained to date with a pulsed gas outflow are rather disappoint

ing since they fall far short of expectations. Some insights into the difference 

between expected and actual results may be obtained from a detailed analysis of the 

results obtained with a continuous gas flow of 9.5 cm
3

/min in the absence of the gas 

shutter. The analysis is based on the assumption that during the arc pulse of 

350-f.1sec duration, steady state conditions similar to those obtained in continuous 

ope ration prevail. 

For a given geometry, an approximate expression for the expected H- current 

is 

(1) 
H 

where T land T 2 arc the grid transparencies, 11 is the proton to H conversion effi-
+ 

cicncy, and I"' 1 is the H fraction of Itotal' the total positive ion beam extracted 

from the plasma. 11 is a function of target thickness and H+ beam energy and has a 

maximum value of 0.02 for a beam energy of 15 keY and a target thickness of 

6.4 x 10
15 

atoms/cm
Z

, or about 100 )J.cm in terms of the product of the average 

pressure of the target gas and the length of the charge exchange cell. 
4 

For arc currents of the order of 100 A, a reasonable estimate for r 1 is 

about 0.85. Using this value, along with T] ::: O. OZ and T 1 ::: T Z :: 0.77, we find 

I "" 0.011 I • 
H- total 

A hydrogen gas flow of 1 cm
3

/min (760 Torr, 20
0 

C) is equivalent to 67 rnA 

of H; or 134 rnA of H+ at 100S/a conversion efficiency. Given a flow of 9.5 cm
3

/min, 
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if 8 cm
3

/rrlin (about 840/0) of the flow is converted into ion beam, with 75% of this 

(6 cm
3

/min) going into Ht and the rernainder into H;, we have 

6 x 134 
+ 

0 804 rnA 
H 

2 x 67 134 rnA II: 
Itotal 938 rnA 

10.4 ITlA (at the source) 
H 

10.4" ITlA (at the collector) 
H 

where ~ is an attenuation coefficient which can be calculated if the pressure distri-

bution is known. 

For molecular flow, the conductance of each portion of the vacuurn charnber 

along the bearn path can be calculated frorn the equation for the conductance of a 

short tube of circular or rectangular cross section: 

F 0 3638 KA(T/M)I/2 cITl
3

/sec (2) 

where K is Clausingls factor, A the cross sectional area, T the absolute ternpera

ture, and M the molecular weight in g/mole.
5 

The steady state pressure distribution 

for a given gas flow can then be calculated. Such a calculation shows that a hydro

gen flow of 9.5 cm
3

/min constitutes a target whose thickness is about 9.7 f.Lcm or 

6.4 x 10
14 

atorns/cm
Z

• The 34_keV H beam is attenuated by approximately 20% in 

traversing this target. With i\ -'- 0.20, the previous expression for I
H

- at the col

lector gives Lf-r :::::::: 8.3 rnA. To this we should add 0.5 rnA for the l7-keV H 

contribution to the collector current. This gives I
H

- ~ 8.8 rnA for the calculated 

collector current. Agreernent with the measured current of 8 rnA is fair, perhaps 

fortuitously so in view of the estimates and simplifying assumptions used in the 

calculation. We note in passing that for a given target thickness the H- beam atten

uation rate decreases with increasing energy, while H- production increases. 

Attenuation of the H- beam is expected to be negligible with the new sublima

tion pUIT1P chamber placed between the source and the beam analysis chamber. An 

improved gas shutter, discussed below, is presently undergoing mechanical tests. 

It is expected to reduce the average flow rate to less than 1 cm
3

/min. Successful 
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reduction of the average flow rate is a major objective of the H source development 

program and a prerequisite for installation of the source in the 750-keV terminal of 

the Cockroft-Walton preinjector for the ZGS, where sufflcient space and power for 

a conventional high speed, large capacity pum-p are not available. 

The Pulsed Gas Shutter 

Earlier models of the gas shutter used a thin, flat stainless steel blade as a 

gate in sliding contact with one end of an alumina cylinder having an inside diameter 

of 9. 1 mm and a 1. 6-mm thick wall. These shutters could be made to work freely 

or give a good seal, but not both simultaneously without reducing their lifetimes to 

several days or hours of operation. 

The new valve is shown in Fig. 4. The stainless steel blade of the earlier 

models has been replaced by an alumina cylinder (with a diameter of 11.8 mm and 

a length of 28.6 mm), which slides inside of another alumina cylinder with two 

9. 5-mm diameter holes on the source axis. The sealing surfaces of the two cylin-

ders are finished to about 10 !-lin., and the clearance between them is about 

2 x 10-
4 

in. or 5 f-l. The stroke is about 19.5 m.m. Iron is kept far froIT1_ the source 

axis to minimize the disturbance to the magnetic field in the plasma region. Viton 

rings arc used dS :shock absorbers. 

The opening and closing characteristics, in test bench operation with the 

valve uncapped to avoid compression of trapped air, are shown in Fig. 5. The 

upper trace is the output of a photodiode looking at a light source on the far side of 

the valve. The lower trace shows the current flowing through the valve solenoid. 

The sweep speed is 10 msec Icm. Capping of the valve will reduce the time during 

which the valve is open, since the cap functions as a spring in stopping and revers-

ing the motion of the shutter. 
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1 
Fig . 1. A schematic r epresentation of the tandem acce l eration H ion s ourc e. 
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Fig. 2 . A more detailed schematic of the source . 

Fig . 3. Geometry of the beam -a na lys is chamber. 
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IRON 

Fig. 4. Design of the ne w pul sed -gas shutter . 

Fig . 5 . Top trac e: photodiode ['esponse to a li ght pul se transm itted by the gas shut 
ter . Lo wer trace: valve sol eno id c urrent . Sweep speed is 1 0 rnsec/crn . 
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DISCUSSION 

.J. Claus (BNL): Could you tell us what the stroke of the valve is and its dynamical 

weight? 

.T. A. Fasolo (ANL ): The stroke is 3/4 of an inch, and the mass for the last one was 

about Z 1 g. This one is heavier. 

J. Claus (BNL ): What is the back pressure? 

J. A. Fasclo: This seais against the flow from the ion source. What we want to do 

is reduce the average gas load to something less than 1 cc per minute, and. hopefully, 

less than 1/10 cc per minute, if we can. 
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